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V
IS

IO
NINTRODUCTION

Council of the City of Gold Coast offers about 800 unique services to thousands of  
our residents, businesses and visitors each year. We want your future experience  
with us to be as easy and convenient as we can make it. 

We know you want to interact with us in a way that suits you, which is increasingly 
through digital channels. We also know you would like us to keep you up to date 
about the progress of your enquiry and other service information.

Our Strategy

Within the life of our Strategy we will be introducing webchat for immediate  
online support and a proactive notification system to alert you of service issues  
such as water outages, update you on your requests and keep you informed of  
new services or programs.

Over 100 services such as sporting venues, aquatic centres, community centres 
and parks will be available through a new online booking system – making it easier 
than ever before to view availability, make a booking and payment and receive a 
confirmation within minutes.

We’ll also start trialling services on demand starting with kerbside clean ups.  
Eligible residents will be able to book an on demand pick up of bulky items for  
waste disposal, instead of having to wait for the traditional scheduled pick up.

There are many other planned improvements outlined in our Strategy. 

Again, we are about making your experience as easy and convenient as possible.

 

DALE DICKSON psm TOM TATE be (unsw)
Chief Executive Officer MAYOR
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OUR VISION IS TO MAKE LIFE 
EASIER FOR OUR RESIDENTS, 
BUSINESSES AND VISITORS.
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We define customer experience as:

A customer’s perception and feelings about an 
organisation resulting from their interactions with 
our services, systems and staff.

A customer’s experience with us can start well before making contact and a 
customer may have more than one point of contact or ‘touchpoint’. These 
touchpoints can happen across multiple ‘service channels’ such as online, phone 
or front counter, and with more than one person in the organisation. A better 
understanding of those experiences will help us determine how we can make life 
easier for our customers. 

Every time a customer uses one of our services 
or interacts with us, it shapes their experience.

1.0WHAT IS  
CUSTOMER  
EXPERIENCE?
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We developed the Strategy by drawing on: 

• Customer feedback – evaluating compliments and 
complaints, satisfaction surveys, focus groups and 
community consultation.

• Internal feedback – from frontline staff who interact 
directly with our customers and other staff who 
indirectly influence customer experience.

• Data – analysed information on our customers, services 
and communication/service channels.

• Industry trends – researching both industry and local 
government trends in customer experience.

2.0DEVELOPING  
THE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE STRATEGY

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
In July 2019, Council conducted a city wide community consultation campaign on the draft Customer Experience 
Strategy. The broad objective was to hear from our customers about what is important to them. 

3100
CLICKS ON SOCIAL  
MEDIA PLATFORMS

197,795
EMAILS SENT

5858
RESPONSES

6449
WRITTEN COMMENTS

319
DOWNLOADS 

DRAFT CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE STRATEGY

13,024
WEB VISITS 

GCHAVEYOURSAY

209,000
PEOPLE REACHED  
THROUGH RADIO

Community 
consultation 
participation
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“The Council does a good job on the Gold Coast with 
maintenance and keeping it clean. I am proud to live  
in such a wonderful environment.”

“I think we tend to forget the good services they provide. 
We’re not great beach goers but when I do go I find the 
beaches are clean, healthy, lots of tourists…we haven’t a lot 
to complain about.”

WHAT YOU TOLD US  
WE DO WELL

“We use the local library at least fortnightly and it has 
helped educate our children... CDs, DVDs, books, 
audiobooks. Plus sessions like Toddler Time and Rhyme 
Time. The staff are always helpful and very friendly.  
It’s been invaluable to have these services available  
to us at no charge.”

“On the occasions when I have had to deal with Council, 
the staff have been very helpful, polite and knowledgeable 
and it is great that you can go on payment plan for water 
and sewage rates.”

8 City of Gold Coast Customer Experience Strategy
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“I’m very positive about the Gold Coast and the 
Council. We drive on good roads, we have clean parks, 
the nature strips are mowed, if you need a new bin you 
get it quickly.”

“The Gold Coast has great facilities for its residents and 
the Active & Healthy programs are excellent for the 
community.”

“Anything the Council puts on we try to get to and I  
think that is really positive for the kids. They put on a  
lot of stuff.”

“I have found it very easy to talk to the Council about issues 
and the online access makes it very easy to do things.”

“As a senior, I appreciate free bus services, accessibility 
of libraries, the general feeling of safety I feel in 
shopping and walking around our city.”

“It was a pretty positive experience. I worked for a similar 
business in Melbourne. There, this issue would be a notice 
to fix and they’d be gone. But here, Council supported us.”

“(The Council staff member) emailed me through all the 
templates. Then she rang me in about a week to see how I 
was going. They were super helpful.”
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WHAT YOU TOLD US  
TO FOCUS ON

Remove complexity

“ Regardless of how we interact, make sure that the correct information  
is easily available.”

“ Reassess your forms so they are easy to fill out and provide the  
information you ask for.”

“Be more flexible to individuals needs/concerns.”

Give me more self-service options

“Improve the search function of the website.”

“Make online services more streamlined and user friendly.”

“Would be great for us to help ourselves online using fact sheets and instructions.”

“I want to manage everything I do with Council under a single account.”

Be available to help me

“Extremely long wait times when calling.”

“Being able to easily speak to the relevant person is important to me.”

“ While we can always speak to someone at Council, speaking to the right 
person seems very hard.”

“Tried to inform you of a burst pipe once after hours but could not get anyone.”
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Keep me informed

“Faster turnaround times for information requests.”

“ It was a few weeks before I received an email. I would like to see minimum 
response times.”

“ Send notification when an application has been approved or a request  
has been resolved.”

“ It would reduce anxiety about my service request if I can see progress online  
or via an app.”

Proactively communicate with me

“ I would like to see an improved alerts and notifications system for  
keeping us informed.”

“Send email or SMS payment reminders for rates and water.” 

“ Notify residents when a development application has been made or  
approved in their area.”

Ask for my feedback

“ It’s good to see Council taking the initiative to improve the way they  
deal with customers.”

“Keep up your community engagement, especially for big ticket items.”

“ Being able to have more say on development applications including  
code assessable ones.”

A wide range of comments were also made about services including: general and water rates, infrastructure, 
maintenance, roads and traffic, parking, animal management, tree removal, planning and compliance.
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3.0
The Gold Coast has developed into a diverse, cosmopolitan, 
forward-thinking city with a future full of promise. It is Australia’s 
sixth largest city and the Council of the City of Gold Coast is 
Australia’s second largest local government. 

Located within one of the country’s fastest growing and changing regions, the Gold Coast’s 
current estimated resident population of 600,000 is projected to increase to more than 
900,000 over the next 20 years.

Significant infrastructure projects have changed the face of our city, creating additional 
facilities and services for the community to enjoy. These facilities and services have also 
increased our appeal to hold major international and national events so we expect to 
welcome an increasing number of visitors – approximately 13 million in the past year.

WHERE WE 
ARE TODAY
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3.1  
WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS 

There are many types of customers who live, work, volunteer, invest, study, run a business or visit 

the Gold Coast. They contact us for a range of different reasons and each have varying needs.

60,000
13 million
370,000

25,000

600,000

Visitors per year

Businesses

Residents

Rate payers

International 
students

Note: 2018-19 approximate figures

City of Gold Coast Customer Experience Strategy14

Figure 2: Customer types



Customer reasons for contact

Customer requirements

Our customers:
Residents, property owners, 

tenants, licence & permit holders, 
animal owners, business owners, 
investors, solicitors, developers & 

builders, private certifiers, planners, 
plumbers, students, seniors, 

volunteers, community groups, 
families, visitors, service  
requesters, regulators.

Find  
information

Gain 
permission

Seek  
advice

Request  
a service

Access 
community 

services

Use City 
facilities

Make a 
payment

Report a 
problem

Give  
feedback

Services 
they use

Ways to get 
information

Preferred 
service 

channels

Availability 
when they  

can interact
Behaviours

Mindsets

Language  
and cultural 

needs

Accessibility 
requirements
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Figure 3: Why customers contact us
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3.2  
WHAT ARE OUR SERVICES

We provide a wide range of services to our community of residents, businesses, and 

visitors. There are almost 800 unique services provided to our customers, and as our 

city continues to grow, the demand for these and new services will also increase.

CITY PLANNING

Building, planning enquiries, development applications, 
development compliance, infrastructure, plumbing and 
drainage, urban design

CITY TRANSPORT

Traffic and transport, roads, footpaths, bikeways,  
active travel, Free Seniors Travel, Council Cabs

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Library services, community centres, sporting venues, 
aquatic centres, beaches, lifeguard services,  
cemetery services

CITY MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

Maintenance and cleaning, graffiti removal, illegal dumping

CONSERVATION SERVICES

Land for Wildlife, nature conservation assistance, bushland 
health checks, koala conservation, environmental 
education

DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Disaster planning and readiness, disaster response, 
disaster recovery

HEALTH AND REGULATION

Permits and licensing, animal management, parking, 
abandoned vehicles, environmental health, food safety, 
noise complaints, pest and weed control  

PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURE

Parks and reserves, tourist parks, gardens, trees,  
nature trails, Active and Healthy program, arts and culture, 
youth services and programs, events, markets

RATES

Rates, property searches

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Bin and rubbish collection, recycling collection,  
waste and recycling centres

WATER AND SEWERAGE

Water supply and sewerage, stormwater drainage

The way we design and deliver our services will need to be reassessed to ensure we 

can meet customers’ needs and expectations, while doing so in an affordable way that 

effectively uses technology and data.
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of beaches cleaned daily

pieces of graffiti removed  
in the past year

litres of safe drinking  
water delivered every day

registered users of  
free seniors travel

dog registrations

36kms

4000

170M 38,000

65,000

kilometres of bike ways

visits to tourist parks

visits to aquatic centres

development applications 
assessed

Council owned car parks

licences and permits

Library items borrowed  
or downloaded every day

parks and reserves compliance inspections

1000

125,000

1.5M

6000

9000

180,000

17,000

2300 29,000

domestic waste bins  
emptied every week

190,000

2017–18 approximate figures

Figure 4: Our service highlights
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Customers interact with us in many ways. The past five years has seen growth 

across all of these service channels including our traditional channels (phone 

calls, emails, face to face) and more significantly in our online channels (mobile 

app, online forms/requests and website).

The combination of population growth, property market growth, new services and expansion  
of existing services have all contributed to the overall increase in customer demand.

Today’s customers expect an accessible website as well as easy to use online services and 
apps for maximum self-service. Better services are increasingly expected – and delivered – 
through the use of cloud services, big data and the Internet of Things (IoT). The use of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning capability to develop services is already mainstream.

*Service not available

3.3 
HOW OUR CUSTOMERS  
CONTACT US

1
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Telephone 
calls received

Emails 
answered

Mobile app 
requests

Face  
to face

Online forms/
requests

Figure 5: 2018 –19 customer interaction figures

275,000
2012–13

48,000
2012–13

0*
2012–13

96,000
2012–13

0*
2012–13

463,000
2018–19

156,000
2018–19

14,000
2018–19

102,000
2018–19

382,000
2018–19

$15
Cost per  

interaction

Letters 
received

77,000
2012–13

56,000
2018–19

$24
Cost per  

interaction

$19
Cost per  

interaction

$10
Cost per  

interaction

$16
Cost per  

interaction

$3
Cost per  

interaction
Website 
sessions

3.1 million
2012–13

5.4 million
2018–19

$0.24
Cost per  

interaction

*Service not available

Customers’ top 3 preferred  
methods of interacting with us:

1  Email    

2  Online self-service     

3  Phone
Source: Customer Experience Strategy survey result
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3.4 
CURRENT TRENDS  
AND OPPORTUNITIES

This Strategy seeks to ensure we effectively address the following key 

trends and issues which our city faces now and into the future.

A GROWING AND  

CHANGING CITY

In the next 20 years, the Gold Coast’s 
population is projected to grow 50 per 
cent to more than 900,000 people, 
creating significantly higher demand for 
our services. To successfully manage 
this increasing demand, we must 
maintain and enhance access to these 
services as well as driving cost effective 
service channels and technology.

CUSTOMER  

EXPECTATIONS

Customer expectations are rapidly 
evolving. Customers expect good 
service, but they also want it faster 
than ever, available through more 
service channels (especially self-
service and digital channels), to be 
proactively advised of problems and 
receive tailored communications. These 
expectations will continue to evolve 
and we must constantly be considering 
how we will meet those expectations. 

TECHNOLOGICAL  

CHANGE

The rapid rate of technological 
change will continue to transform 
the way we live, work, communicate 
and innovate. Keeping pace with 
these changes is challenging as 
we balance maximising our use of 
existing technologies, and taking 
advantage of investment in new 
technologies as they become 
available. The way we capture, 
access, share, and use data from 
these technologies is critical to that 
transformation.
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DATA ETHICS  

AND DATA SECURITY

Customers want their data to be 
secure and kept private, but they also 
want a quick and easy experience that 
meets their unique needs. We often 
need to use a customer’s personal 
data to provide a tailored experience, 
and trust must be maintained to ensure 
customers are comfortable providing 
information to us. 

PERCEPTIONS OF LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT

Many customers think local 
governments do not make customer 
service a priority in the same way 
commercial organisations do because 
they don’t have to compete for 
business. Customers have to deal 
with their relevant council based on 
where they live and the services they 
use rather than personal preference. 
Their perceptions are influenced by 
their own experience, the effort it takes 
to request or use services, whether 
the cost of rates represents value for 
money, and what is portrayed in the 
media. There is an opportunity to use 
customer experience as a way to 
engage, partner, and build trust with 
the community.

ORGANISATIONAL 

UNDERSTANDING  

AND AWARENESS

Like most councils, we have viewed 
services and processes from an 
organisational perspective and focused 
on single touchpoints such as when 
customers contact us by phone. We 
need to proactively drive a shift in 
philosophy within the organisation to 
look at our services from a customer 
viewpoint.  A focus on customer 
centric training across customer facing 
staff, administrative staff, and process/
policy decision makers is critical to 
move towards a more customer centric 
mindset.
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4.04.0OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
AND FOCUS AREAS
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Figure 6: Five key focus areas for driving improvements in customer experience

Customer 
experience

Service  
design

People
Service  

channels

TechnologyData

Guiding principles

We design our services from a customer’s perspective.

We reduce customer effort.

We keep customers informed.

We increase our digital offering for customers.

We engage our customers for feedback.
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5.0OUR ACTION PLAN
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5.1 SERVICE DESIGN 

Our customers are at the centre of everything we do 
when we plan, design and deliver our services.

What we need to do How we plan to achieve this By when
Regular customer engagement 
and collation of feedback

Continue to have regular customer engagement through formal 
and informal channels to understand what is most important to 
our customers, and ensure any learnings and knowledge are 
easily accessible for use across the organisation.

Engagement for this 
strategy by August 2019 
and then ongoing

Develop a deeper 
understanding of our  
customer types

Use customer profiling to better understand who our customers 
are and which services they utilise, in order to provide a more 
tailored and proactive customer experience.

Initial view by  
December 2019  
and then ongoing

Look at our services from a 
customer’s perspective

Use customer journey mapping to truly understand our services 
from a customer’s perspective and to drive customer oriented 
improvements, which will reduce effort and improve experience.

Commencing  
October 2019  
and then ongoing

Improve customers overall 
online view of their City 
services

Continue focusing on how we make it easier for customers  
to see more of their City services via a single portal or login.

Ongoing

Investment decisions that 
benefit our customers

Continued focus on assessing the direct benefit or impact to 
our customers when making investment decisions and initiating 
improvement programs.

Ongoing

For our customers, this will mean:

• we regularly engage the community for feedback, and 
use these insights to shape how we design our services

• we have a more complete view of our customer 
segments, which services they use, and how that 
experience looks from a customer’s perspective

• we will continually work towards having all of a 
customer’s services and requests viewable via a  
single portal

• we understand how customer expectations are 
changing, and we are proactively working towards 
providing more tailored and proactive communications

• when we design systems and processes, our most 
important consideration is what it means for a  
customer, and their experience using the service

• benefits to customers and minimising customer effort  
will be key considerations when assessing improvement 
initiatives.
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5.2 SERVICE CHANNELS 

We can respond to changes in demand for existing and new service 
channels based on customer expectations and use. 

For our customers, this will mean:

• increased ability to engage with us through digital channels such 
as our website, mobile apps, online forms and social media

• new service channels for support such as web chat

• reduction in effort when moving between service channels

• extended operating hours into the evening for access to our 
Customer Contact Centre team.

What we need to do How we plan to achieve this By when
Continue to grow our online 
website and app offering

This is already our largest service channel with over 3 million unique  
views per year. Since launching My Account in July 2018, over  
65,000 customers have registered for the service. There will be an 
ongoing focus to expand and evolve our website and app offerings.

Ongoing

Web chat service channel Web chat to be launched as service channels for customers to interact 
with us (initial pilot followed by broader rollout).

Web chat by  
September 2020

Contact Centre operating 
hours review

We will conduct a review of Customer Contact Centre operating hours 
to assess if customer demand during the evening period supports an 
expansion of opening hours.

Expansion of hours by 
September 2020

Face to face Customer 
Service Centre review

Face to face Customer Service Centre volumes are projected to decline 
as online channels continue to grow and society transitions away from 
cash payments. We will conduct a review to establish the right service 
offering, number of service centres, and optimal locations.

Review of service 
centres by  
September 2020

Emerging service channel 
review

Review to understand opportunities for utilising inbound SMS,  
social media and messenger apps (for example Facebook messenger)  
as supported service channels. 

Review by  
September 2020

Reduce customer effort in 
moving between service 
channels

Improve continuity in moving from one service channel to another  
such as: 
- online users having a web chat support option
- online and smartphone users being able to select ‘click to call’
- customers who call can be offered the option of an SMS confirmation.

Improvements in place 
by September 2020 and 
then ongoing
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5.3 TECHNOLOGY

We take a cross organisational customer focused view of our 
technology needs, ensuring we maximise the value of current 
technology, and make the right investments in new technologies.

What we need to do How we plan to achieve this By when
Continuous improvement 
of current online and app 
offerings

Use data analytics and customer feedback to identify quick wins that can  
improve experiences with My Account, online forms, online maps, and 
City App.

Ongoing

Transforming our website Replace our website to enable increased functionality, improved design 
and layout, and refreshed content.

New website launched 
September 2022

Online booking capability Investment in an online booking engine which will enable customers to 
check availability/cost, make booking, complete payment, and receive 
confirmation. This should be able to support a range of City venues, 
parks, events, and general service bookings.

Online booking 
capability by 
September 2022

Notification and alert 
system

There are a wide range of services where having broad capability to 
send notifications and alerts can improve customer experience. Some 
examples include water outages, road closures, missed bin collections, 
bill usage alerts or reminders, event information, and alerts when new 
services open.

Proactive notification 
and alert system by 
September 2022

Customer technology 
roadmap

Establish a customer technology roadmap which demonstrates how 
current and new technologies can improve a customer’s view of their City 
services and requests.

Roadmap created by 
September 2020

For our customers, this will mean:

• we continue to improve how customers can engage with 
us online and via City App 

• we implement a new redesigned web platform with 
modern functionality, improved usability and increased 
accessibility

• online event/service booking capability will expand and 
online mapping capability will improve

• notification and alert systems will mean we can 
communicate in a more tailored and proactive way

• potential trial of new ‘smart’ technologies.
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5.4 DATA (INFORMATION) 

We use our data to understand customer behaviour, 
improve their experience, make good investment decisions, 
measure success, and protect their privacy. 

What we need to do How we plan to achieve this By when
Ensure your privacy is 
maintained

We will only collect the data that is required, and in accordance with 
our collection notice, and legal responsibilities.

Ongoing

Ensure your data is secure We will continue to review and update the proactive measures we 
have in place to keep your personal data secure, and protected from 
cyber security threats.

Ongoing

Ensure our data is accurate 
and fit for purpose

Clear organisational understanding of how our data is used, how it 
influences design of services and accuracy is maintained.

Ongoing

Expansion of data available Continued focus on making data sets openly available to the 
public (open data), and where appropriate share data with other 
organisations and service providers.

Ongoing

Use our data to improve 
customer experience

Use our data to better understand who our customers are, the 
services they use, and seek opportunities to use that data for the 
purpose of more tailored and proactive customer communications.

Service reviews to 
commence October 
2019 and then ongoing

For our customers, this will mean:

• understanding why we collect customers’ personal 
information

• awareness of how we use personal information to 
improve our services and communication

• proactive steps in place to maintain data integrity

• confidence that their personal information is safe and 
protected from cyber security threats

• where appropriate, non-personal data sets are made 
available publicly.
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5.5 PEOPLE

Everyone in our organisation understands how their role and their 
actions are critical to customer experience.

What we need to do How we plan to achieve this By when
Increase awareness and 
expectations of everyone’s 
role in supporting 
customers

Create a new Customer Experience Policy, outlining internal expectations 
that every role in the organisation has a direct or indirect impact on a 
customer’s experience with the City of Gold Coast.

Policy endorsed  
and in place by 
December 2020

Make commitments on 
what customers can  
expect from us

Create a new Customer Charter, providing external commitment to our 
customers.

Charter endorsed  
and in place by 
December 2020

Customer focused training 
for our people

Customer centric training across our organisation with focus on leaders 
(who influence service design), frontline staff (who deal directly with 
customers) and inclusion as part of induction programs for new staff.

Training commenced 
by March 2021 and 
then ongoing

For our customers, this will mean:

• a Customer Experience Policy and Customer Charter that 
focuses on improving our organisational responsiveness to 
customers

• improved accountability and ownership of customer requests

• customer experience and customer service fundamentals are 
embedded in our daily culture.
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6.0MEASURES

As the priorities and actions outlined in this document are delivered, the improvement seen 
in the customer experience should translate to improvement against each of these metrics.

Customer  
Effort Score 

(CES)

Customer experience measures

Customer 
Satisfaction 

(CSAT)

We conducted industry research to assess the most commonly used  
customer experience measures.

The key finding is that no single customer experience measure provides a complete picture of customer 
experience. A better approach is to have a combination of measures that are most likely to represent the 
outcomes that Gold Coast customers consider important.

Important factors for our customers include:

• the effort required to find information about our services

• the effort required to submit requests or report issues

• being kept informed about their request and having it resolved in a reasonable amount of time

• contacting us through their preferred service channel

• their overall experience interacting with the City of Gold Coast.

The three measures which will collectively be used to measure Customer Experience and track our progress will 
be Customer Satisfaction (CSAT), Customer Effort Score (CES), and Net Promoter Score (NPS).

Net Promoter 
Score (NPS)

Figure 7: Customer experience measures
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7.0NEXT STEPS

The Customer Experience Strategy will be supported by a detailed 
implementation plan. 

A Customer Experience Policy and a Customer Charter will focus on improving Council’s 
responsiveness to customers, improve accountability and embed customer experience principles in 
our daily culture.

Action plans will provide a framework for managing and tracking progress. Customer experience will 
be measured against Net Promoter Scores, Customer Satisfaction and Customer Effort Scores.

Customers will be able to stay informed of our progress through regular reports and will be able to 
provide ongoing feedback through future consultations. 

Thank you for helping us shape services into the future.
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